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Abstract
In this paper proposed the Quantifying anonymity using conditional entropy of the routes given the adversary’s
observation, the problem of optimizing anonymity is posed as a two-player zero-sum game between the network
designer and the adversary. Game theory applied to study the optimal performance tradeoffs and equilibrium
strategies. Using independent schedule however, requires dummy transmissions by the relays. The results are applied
to study the relationships between anonymity, the fraction of monitored relays and the fraction of hidden relays in
large networks.
Keywords: Quantifying anonymity; Nash Equilibrium Approach; Parallel Relay Networks.
I. Introduction
The packet transmission times1 of nodes in a network can reveal significant information about the source–destination
pairs and routes of traffic flow in the network. The typical design of anonymous networking protocols models
adversaries a omniscient and capable of monitoring every single transmission in the network perfectly. From a
practical standpoint, this is far too conservative, and such universal information would be available only to the
network owner or a centralized controller. In this paper, our goal is to study the problem of anonymity in networks
under a more general adversary model, where an unknown subset of the nodes is monitored by the adversary. The
subset of monitore nodes could depend on the physical location of the adversary or partial knowledge of network
transmission protocols. It is also possible that in some public wireless networks, certain node may have weaker
physical protection than others and are hence more vulnerable to transmission monitoring. From a network design
perspective, the goal is to design transmission and relaying strategies such that the desire level of network
performance is guaranteed with maximum anonymity of network routes. Providing anonymity to the routes of data
flow in a network requires modification of packet transmission schedules and additional transmissions of dummy
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packets to confuse an external observer. These modifications, however, reduce the achievable network performance,
particularly in ad hoc wireless networks, where the scheduling needs to satisfy medium access constraints on the
shared channel. Therefore, depending on the desired quality of service (QoS), it is necessary to pick the optimal set of
nodes to modify transmission schedules so that anonymity is maximized without violating QoS requirements [1].
II. Game Theory in Networking
Game theory is a formal theory of interactive decision making, used to model any decision involving two or more
decision makers, called players, each with two or more ways of acting, called strategies, and well define preferences
among the possible outcomes, represented by numerical payoffs. In conventional decision theory, rational choice is
defined in terms of maximizing expected utility (EU), or subjective expected utility (SEU), where the objective
probabilities of outcomes are unknown. But this approach is problematic in games because each player has only
partial control over the outcomes, and it is generally unclear how a player should choose in order to maximize EU or
SEU without knowing how the other player(s) will act. Game theory, therefore, incorporates not only rationality
assumptions in the form of expected utility theory, but also common knowledge assumptions, enabling players to
anticipate one another’s strategies to some extent, at least. The standard common knowledge and rationality (CKR)
assumptions are as follows:
CKR1 (common knowledge): The specification of the game, including the players’ strategy sets and payoff
functions, is common knowledge in the game, together with everything that can be deduced logically from it and
from the rationality assumption CKR2.
CKR2 (rationality): The players are rational in the sense of expected utility theory – they always choose strategies
that maximize their individual expected payoffs, relative to their knowledge and beliefs – and this is common
knowledge in the game. A proposition is common knowledge if every player knows it to be true, knows that every
other player knows it to be true, knows that every other player knows that every other player knows it to be true, and
so on. This is an everyday phenomenon that occurs, for example, whenever a public announcement is made, so that
everyone present not only knows it, but knows that others know it, and so on [2].
III. Nash Equilibrium Approach
The most important “solution concept” of game theory flows directly from best replies. A Nash equilibrium (or
equilibrium point or simply equilibrium is an outcome in which the players’ strategies are best replies to each other.
In the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, joint defection is a Nash equilibrium, because D is a best reply to D for both
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players, and it is a unique equilibrium, because no other outcome has this property. A Nash equilibrium has strategic
stability, because neither player could obtain a better payoff by choosing differently, given the coplayer’s choice, and
the players, therefore, have no reason to regret their own choices when the outcome is revealed. The fundamental
theoretical importance of Nash equilibrium rests on the fact that if a game has a uniquely rational solution, then it
must be a Nash equilibrium. Von Neumann and Morgenstern [31, pp. 146–148] established this important result vi a
celebrated indirect argument, the most frequently cited version of which was presented later by Luce and Raiffa [18,
pp. 63–65]. Informally, by CKR2, the players are expected utility maximizers, and by CKR1, any rational deduction
about the game is common knowledge. Taken together, these premises imply that, in a two-person game, if it is
uniquely rational for the players to choose particular strategies, then those strategies must be best replies to each
other. Each player can anticipate the coplayer’s rationally chosen strategy (by CKR1) and necessarily chooses a best
reply to it (by CKR2); and because th strategies are best replies to each other, they are I Nash equilibrium by
definition. A uniquely rational solution must, therefore, be a Nash equilibrium.The indirect argument also provides a
proof that a player cannot solve a game with the techniques of standard (individual) decision theory (see strategies of
decision making) by assigning subjective probabilities to the coplayer’s strategies as if they were states of nature and
then simply maximizing SEU. The proof is by reduction ad absurdum. Suppose that a player were to assign
subjective probabilities and maximize SEU in the Prisoner’s Dilemma game. The specific probabilities are
immaterial, so let us suppose that Player I, for whatever reason, believed that Player II was equally likely to choose C
or D. Then, Player I could compute the SEU of choosing C as 1/2(3) + 1/2(0) = 1.5, and the SEU of choosing D as
1/2(5) + 1/2(1) = 3; therefore, to maximize SEU, Player I would choose D. But if that were a rational conclusion, then
by CKR1, Player II would anticipate it, and by CKR2, would choose (with certainty) a best reply to D, namely D.
This leads immediately to a contradiction, because it proves that Player II was no equally likely to choose C or D, as
assumed from the outset. The only belief about Player II’s choice that escapes contradiction is that Player II will
choose D with certainty, because joint defection is the game’s unique Nash equilibrium.
IV Parallel Relay Networks
Interestingly, although the model is asymmetric, the covert relaying strategy is symmetric. This is because each relay,
when visible, reveals an equal amount of information. Therefore, any asymmetry in the retrievable information from
the two relays induced by the network strategy would automatically force the adversary to monitor the less protected
(or more informative) relay exclusively. Such a pair of strategies cannot constitute a saddle point. When the network
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design strategy is symmetric, the payoff is a constant regardless of the adversary’s probability of monitoring each
source–relay pair. However, there is only one strategy, at which point the optimal strategy for the network is
symmetric, thus resulting in equilibrium. In particular, the probability of monitoring a relay is proportional to the rate
loss at the relay. As intuition would suggest, the more rate loss, the less likely a relay is to be covert and,
consequently, a greater incentive for it to be monitored. In effect, at the saddle point, the adversary’s strategy is to
choose the probabilities of monitoring each relay so that the network is forced to make all relays covert with equal
likelihood. Under such an asymmetric model, if a network designer were to assume naively that the adversary’s
strategy were symmetric, then for a required level of throughput, the optimal strategy would be to make relays with
lower throughput loss covert with higher probability so that the same level of throughput can be achieved with higher
anonymity (w.r.t. the uniform adversary). However, the optimal adversary would then employ unequal probabilities
of monitoring the relays, which would eventually result in lower-than-expected anonymity. The difference between
the anonymity due to the naive networking strategy and the equilibrium strategy and clearly demonstrates the benefit
of using the game-theoretic approach. The figure also plots the tradeoff when the adversary employs the naive
strategy of uniform monitoring, and the network designer optimizes the choice of covert relays assuming the uniform
adversary. Asymmetry in Relay Information: In the asymmetric model discussed above, the saddle-point strategy for
the network designer was symmetric since each relay, when monitored, provided the same amount of information.
We now consider a modification of the parallel network structure and introduce asymmetry in the amount of
information provided by a relay. Specifically, let the number of relays be n-k where relays are multiplexing relays
with two sources transmitting to each of them every session, and the remaining n-2k relays are non multiplexing
relays with exactly one source transmitting to each of them in every session. The capacities of relays are chosen such
that each relay, when covert, incurs an identical throughput loss. We consider a two-player game where the adversary
monitors at most two nodes.
V. System Flow Graph
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We proposed the Nash equilibrium for implementing more number of players instead of two player zero sum game.
Performance Metrics: Anonymity and Throughput. Parallel relay networks to demonstrate the applicability of the
game-theoretic approach.
VI. Results

Figure.1 Packet Transmission.

Figure 2 Comparison of throughout.
VII. Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the problem of providing anonymity to network communication when adversaries
monitor or compromise an unknown subset of nodes in the network. We presented a game-theoretic formulation and
proved the existence of saddle-point equilibria. Using the class of parallel relay networks, we demonstrated that this
approach can be used to obtain optimal strategies for the network designer and the adversary, as well as provide
insights into anonymity–throughput tradeoffs in large networks. The problem of computing the equilibria has not
been dealt with in this paper, but efficient algorithms for this purpose would fortify the results here and are part of
ongoing research. In this paper, we have used specific classes of networks and assumed knowledge of topology and
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sessions. A similar approach for random networkswith random connections could shed valuable insights into scaling
behavior of anonymous networking.
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